Software history Android P

Philips 2K20 85x5/8x5/9x5/9235/9435/9005 – ranges
Philips 2K19 73x4/7504/8x04/8x4/9x4 -ranges

TPM191E _ 101.001.208.001 – Date: 2021/01/25
- Now Dolby Atmos are identified correctly when played from USB
- Fix for subwoofer pre out issues
- PlayFi and AmbiAir improvements
- UI and translations fixes
- Fix for PVR HDD formatting issues
- WiFi connection stability improvements
- Stability improvements
- General improvements

TPM191E _ 101.001.123.009 – Date: 2020/10/21
- Fix for PVR in /62 models (2k19 range)
- Fix for EPG in some IPTV services
- Fix for Ambisleep (2k19 range)

TPM191E _ 101.001.123.008 – Date: 2020/10/21
- Solution for inverted top part of the screen
- Solution for loss of equalizer settings after update
- Improvements for network setup on xxx4 TV range
- Stability improvements
- General improvements

TPM191E _ 101.001.123.003 – Date: 2020/09/23
- Initial firmware for Ambilight Air
- General improvements

TPM191E _ 101.001.079.005 – Date: 2020/08/03
- Initial firmware for the 2K20 9235/OLED935 ranges
- General improvements
- First common firmware for both 2k19 and 2k20 range
- Remove some Ambilight styles in 2k19 range (unification with 2k20 range)

Philips 2K20 85x5/8x5/9x5/9235/9435/9005 – ranges

TPM191E _ 101.001.037.004 – Date: 2020/06/15
- Initial firmware for the 2K20 9435/9005 ranges
- General improvements

TPM191E _ 101.000.226.007 – Date: 2020/05/04
- Initial firmware for the 2K20 85x5/8x5 ranges

Philips 2K19 73x4/7504/8x04/8x4/9x4 -ranges
- Improvements for Google Chromecast
- Improvements for DemoMe
- Support for PTA 2.0
- Improvements for audio in B&W models
- Improvements for PVR
- Improvements for WIFI
- DolbyAtmos improvements
- Improvements for residual image clearing
- Many more minor improvements

- Fix for specific Smart TV apps
- Improvements for firmware update

- Introducing FVP support for UK

- Improvements for Dolby Atmos in Netflix
- Improvements for Dolby Vision
- Improvements for TV shop mode
- Improvement for varying Picture brightness in TXT mode
- Improvements for Youtube and Netflix
- Many more minor improvements

- Improved manufacturing firmware

- Improvements for TV Guide navigation
- Improvements for on screen keyboard Google sign-in
- Improvements for system stability
- Improvements for BT remote control connection
- More minor improvements

- Improvements for no audio in apps when starting from standby (all sets)

- Initial firmware for specific 2K19 TPM191-OLED ranges
- Improvements for no audio in apps when starting from standby

- Initial firmware for the 2K19 TPM191-OLED ranges
- Improvements for TV guide
- Improvements for Youtube
- Improvements for headphone audio in app
TPM191E _ 001.001.017.004 – Date: 2019/05/29
- Supports Rakuten Application

TPM191E _ 001.001.017.003 – Date: 2019/05/22
- Initial firmware for the 2K19 73x4/8x04 ranges